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Scalar waves : from an extended vortex and field theory to a
technical, biological and historical use of longitudinal waves ;
ed. belonging to the lecture and seminar "Electromagnetic
environmental compatibility" ; (2000-2003) 2003
in this latest installment of his remarkable series of books of alternative science and history joseph p
farrell outlines the consistent pattern and strategy of bankers in ancient and modern times and their
desire to suppress the public development of alternative physics and energy technologies usurp the
money creating and issuing power of the state and substitute a facsimile of money as debt here farrell
peels back the layers of deception to reveal the possible deep physics that the banksters have used to
aid them in their financial policies feral house also published farrell s philosopher s stone alchemy and
the secret research for exotic matter

Scalar energy generation device 2010-06-01
consider the possibility that the history of the human race is not as simple as what has been taught in
classroom textbooks consider the possibility that the evolutionary scientific explanation for mankind
has ignored critical facts that are buried deep within the fossils and mankind s dna consider the
possibility that the religious stories that have often been the core basis for mankind s understanding of
where it belongs in the history of creation may actually reveal a planet occupied with tyrannical giants
and an elite highly intelligent race bent on genetic mutation as horrifying as such possibilities are
genes giants monsters and men sets forth a plausible theory revealing a hidden history of mankind and
a possible reason that it has remained veiled for hundreds of thousands of years with his well
documented style and breathtaking conclusions dr joseph p farrell pulls back the veil and takes the
reader on an odyssey behind the mysterious history and myths of the human race joseph p farrell is a
recognized scholar whose credentials include a phd in philosophy from the university of oxford his
literary contribution is a veritable resumé unto itself covering such fields as nazi germany sacred
literature physics finances the giza pyramids and music theory a renowned researcher with an eye to
assimilate a tremendous amount of background material farrell is able to condense the best scholastic
research in publication and draw insightful new conclusions on complex and controversial subjects

Method for manufacturing a building material emitting scalar
... 2011-05-03
the immense genius of tesla resulted from a mind that could see an invention in 3 d from every angle
within his mind before it was easily built tesla s inventions were complete down to dimensions and part
sizes in his visionary process tesla would envision his electromagnetic devices as he stared into the sky
or into a corner of his laboratory his inventions on rotating magnetic fields creating ac current as we
know it today have changed the world yet most people have never heard of this great inventor is he a
suppressed inventor as many historians contend many of tesla s concepts and inventions are still
thought of as science fiction today over 60 years later includes tesla s fantastic vision of the future his
wireless transmission of power tesla s magnifying transmitter the testing and building of his towers for
wireless power tons more the genius of nikola tesla is being realized by millions all over the world

Babylon's Banksters 1986
is pain ruining your quality of life it doesn t have to be so in this unique book dr campeau is taking a
historical approach to explore both multiple ancient therapies that have stood the test of time and the
upcoming promising new techniques that relieve pain without addictive side effects whether it s
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physical discomfort like arthritis back or neck pain or a sport injury or emotional condition due to a
difficult relationship or a loss this book provides detailed effective and practical solutions for multiple
types of pain from ancient treatments like herbs to modern therapies including lasers and brain
implants sufferers are bound to find a solution to their specific problem in this practical book packed
with helpful and easy to implement secrets you will find here resourceful no brainer solutions to
enhance your global wellness a word from the author to the potential reader pain has the nasty habit
of occupying the whole stage of our days and nights abandoning everything else family work leisure in
order to cope with it i understand how miserable you must feel maybe you re also desperate not
knowing where to turn to next i know that feeling and my hope is that we can change that together
reviewing all this information will give you the opportunity to discover different ways to manage your
ache so you may have a better chance for recovery my heart goes to you dear reader this book is an
offering from my heart may you find in it the relief from pain that you are desperately looking for what
will you find in this practical book pain be gone secrets 5 chapters and dozens of secrets about
painwhat is it treatments throughout the ageslight therapythe future of pain relief therapiesdealing
with emotional and existential painadvice and examples stay in the loop and visit painbegonesecrets
com so are you ready to let go of your pain let s get started sincerely dr nathalie campeau cristina
olivier rebiere

Genes, Giants, Monsters, and Men 2016-04-13
see how energy therapies can normalize physiology and restore your patients health energy medicine
the scientific basis 2nd edition provides a deeper understanding of energy and energy flow in the
human body using well established scientific research this book documents the presence of energy
fields discerns how those fields are generated and determines how they are altered by disease disorder
or injury it then describes how therapeutic applications can restore natural energy flows within the
body written by recognized energy medicine expert dr james oschman who is also a physiologist
cellular biologist and biophysicist this resource shows how the science of energetics may be used in
healing diseases that conventional medicine has difficulty treating easy to understand coverage
simplifies the theory of energy medicine and the science behind it providing detailed coherent
explanations for a complex subject well established scientific research shows why and how energy
medicine works multi disciplinary approach covers energy medicine as it applies to various healthcare
disciplines from acupuncture to osteopathy to therapeutic touch and energy psychology

The Bifurcation of Tracked Scalar Waves 2015-09-04
see how energy therapies can normalize physiology and restore your patients health energy medicine
the scientific basis 2nd edition provides a deeper understanding of energy and energy flow in the
human body using well established scientific research this book documents the presence of energy
fields discerns how those fields are generated and determines how they are altered by disease disorder
or injury it then describes how therapeutic applications can restore natural energy flows within the
body written by recognized energy medicine expert dr james oschman who is also a physiologist
cellular biologist and biophysicist this resource shows how the science of energetics may be used in
healing diseases that conventional medicine has difficulty treating easy to understand coverage
simplifies the theory of energy medicine and the science behind it providing detailed coherent
explanations for a complex subject well established scientific research shows why and how energy
medicine works multi disciplinary approach covers energy medicine as it applies to various healthcare
disciplines from acupuncture to osteopathy to therapeutic touch and energy psychology new additional
views of the living matrix in this edition increase the number to 10 views more accurately showing
physiological and regulatory processes the web of factors that determine our health new basic physics
and biophysics chapters introduce and simplify the concepts of electricity magnetism
electromagnetism and resonance new chapters on medical devices and inflammation bring to light the
connection between energy medicine and inflammation showing effective energy techniques such as
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devices that use energy fields and hands on techniques in combating disease updated research on
acupuncture and related therapies showcases exciting new work from prestigious laboratories in the u
s and abroad on the anatomy and biophysics of the acupuncture meridian system new sciences of the
subconscious and intuition and the energetic blueprint of life and health chapters cover the important
topics of energy psychology and epigenetics new regulatory energetics chapter includes topics such as
communication control regulation coordination integration feedback and energy flow all crucial to
understanding living systems and the healing process new energy medicine in daily life chapter
includes examples of simple energy medicine tools that can sustain health happiness and longevity and
why and how they are so effective new evidence from quantum physics describes the latest
implications of quantum principles and quantum mechanics as related to devices and therapies in
energy medicine new content on the mechanisms involved in intuition and the unconscious mind
emphasizes the emerging topics of trauma energetics and energy psychology along with the
importance of intuition in therapeutics new chapters on the history of developments in electrobiology
and electrophysiology discuss neuroscience applications in diagnosis and therapeutics linking the new
inflammation model of disease with energy medicine new historical content covers the individuals who
have created the field of energy medicine with descriptions of their techniques and references to their
literature new appendix i summarizes the regulations governing devices used in the practice of energy
medicine new appendix ii lists legal ethical and other cam resources available to energy practitioners

Nikola Tesla’s Electricity Unplugged 2015-10-06
this book tells how to measure the voltages of each organ how to insert new electrons and how to
figure out why voltage dropped in the first place page 4 of cover

Pain Be Gone Secrets 2010
this book describes the synthesis currently occurring between science and metaphysics that reveals
the energetic nature of all life and the amazing truth behind physical reality it discusses the
relationship between energy and consciousness and how management of your own energy signature
can change your reality and even your physical body it demonstrates how you can connect to the
immense energy available at the higher frequencies of your own being to manifest abundance love and
peace for yourself your family your business your community and your world this book brings together
energetic science and universal spiritual intelligence in a way that is understandable and practical if
you are ready to take responsibility for your life and manifest your own magnificence this is for you
susan t howson ma cpcc pcc chbc founder of magnificent creations limitee and kids coaching
connection a very current description of where science is in relation to the deeper wisdom of spiritual
writings and teachings it is a book for the 21st century catherine nelson ma phd founder of rocky
mountain pathwork the practical exercises give us a chance to feel the energy surging through us and
around us i hope many people get a chance to read this david newby mba director of intouch insight
systems exceptionally well written organized and presented manifest your magnificence the energetics
of being is an inherently thoughtful and thought provoking read that might well provide a life changing
experience and is very highly recommended for both community and academic library collections it
should be noted for personal self help self improvement reading lists that manifest your magnificence
is also available in a paperback edition 9781504341035 24 99 susan bethany reviewer midwest book
review

Energy Medicine - E-Book 2015-10-22
for years the federal government has sought to remotely control human behavior starting with the cia
projects mkultra and mksearch in the 1950s the american public has been unwitting guinea pigs in a
multitude of non consensually performed experiments that have continued into the 21st century guinea
pigs takes readers on a journey into the darkest corners of u s non consensual experimentation and the
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various technologies of control that have led to our current surveillance state the recent revelations
regarding the extent of nsa eavesdropping is only the tip of the iceberg we are currently in an
information war and a mind war where our privacy and autonomy as human beings are at stake guinea
pigs will arm you with the information needed to fight back against those who seek to eliminate human
free will over the coming years terms like remote neural monitoring brain mapping and electronic
harassment will become household words to be one step ahead of the game be prepared for the future
with guinea pigs

Energy Medicine 1992
this book describes the synthesis currently occurring between science and metaphysics that reveals
the energetic nature of all life and the amazing truth behind physical reality it discusses the
relationship between energy and consciousness and how management of your own energy signature
can change your reality and even your physical body it demonstrates how you can connect to the
immense energy available at the higher frequencies of your own being to manifest abundance love and
peace for yourself your family your business your community and your world

Isles of Wonder: the cover story 2015-02-01
it is widely known among the frontiers of physics that sweeping under the rug practice has been quite
the norm rather than exception in other words the leading paradigms have strong tendency to be
hailed as the only game in town

Healing is Voltage 2017-06-29
this book introduces modern directed energy beam weaponry and emerging technical concepts based
on unclassified and declassified information the book covers laser systems analyzing the interaction
between high power laser beams and matter and examines penetration of high power beams such as
microwave and scalar wave it also covers the use of particle and high power radar beams and scalar
wave as weapons of the future in depth coverage of the relevant mathematical and engineering topics
and concepts are included the book will provide scientists and engineers with valuable guidance on the
fundamentals needed to understand state of the art directed energy weaponry technology research
and applications provides guidance on the fundamentals of state of the art directed energy weaponry
technology introduces the physics behind directed energy weapons offers in depth coverage of
mathematical and engineering topics

Manifest Your Magnificence 1997
the natural philosophy alliance npa sponsors regular international conferences for presenting high
quality papers discussing aspects of philosophy in the sciences many papers offer challenges to
accepted orthodoxy in the sciences especially in physics everything from the micro physics of quantum
mechanics to the macro physics of cosmology is entertained though the main interest of the npa is in
challenging orthodoxy in the sciences it will also feature papers defending such orthodoxy our ultimate
propose is to enable participants to articulate their own understanding of the truth all papers are
reviewed by society officers and sometimes by other members before presentation in conferences and
they are edit sometimes very significantly prior to publication in the proceedings of the npa

Scalar Wave Theory 2019-07-10
cells in the body require voltage to work and to make new cells to replace worn out cells our muscles
are rechargeable batteries that provide this voltage each organ has its own battery pack such battery
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packs are specific stacks of muscles these muscle stacks are known as acupuncture meridians

Guinea Pigs 2012-07-14
yogahas gift is to take you into ultra dimensional awareness and help you create the correct
environment for your own dna to become your return to full consciousness mental yoga defines the aha
moment in friendly simple explanations of rigorous scientific language and concepts yogahas will give
you steps to induce a blissful peak experience naturally so you feel complete and fulfilled no longer
needing access to depleting habits bliss is the fastest way to wellness on every level every aha moment
has its bliss portalwhere do you wish to explore awareness is the secret of transforming yoga into an
aha moment mind yoga that is are you ready to stretch you mind consciousness is both receiver and
cultivator of feeling and experience we do not have consciousness rather consciousness has us are you
ready for adventure in the field of consciousness awareness effects keener intuition by training our
brain to develop neurological pathways for gratitude logic and reasoning are you ready to lock in the
frequency of happiness relaxation and inspiration to find and live your purpose are you ready to share
your bliss and fast track the lifestyle you want naturally yog aha divulges the secret to generating
sacred space by sharing pure principle the yoking of your awareness with the field of consciousness is
suspended as stillness to attain liberation liberation provides the specific frequency for the conscious
union of your choosing this is freedom what vibration do you want to be a match for

The Quantum Keys 2015-03-27
this textbook is intended for a course in electromagnetism for upper undergraduate and graduate
students the main concepts and laws of classical macroscopic electrodynamics and initial information
about generalized laws of modern electromagnetics are discussed explaining some paradoxes of the
modern theory the reader then gets acquainted with electrodynamics methods of field analysis on the
basis of wave equation solution emission physics are considered using an example of the huygens
fresnel kirchhoff canonic principle the representation about strict electrodynamics task statement on
the base of maxwell equations boundary conditions emission conditions and the condition on the edge
is given different classes of approximate boundary conditions are presented which essentially simplify
understanding of process physics the canonic fresnel functions are given and their generalization on
the case of anisotropic impedance the free waves in closed waveguides and in strip slotted and edge
dielectric transmission lines are described a large number of mathcad programs for illustration of field
patterns and its properties in different guiding structures are provided the material is organized for
self study as well as classroom use

Pyramid Power 2018-04-29
crystal skulls invoke a sense of mystery what was their role in ancient times are they important for us
in current times can they assist us on our spiritual journey how although much has been written about
them many questions still linger this book addresses many of these lingering questions on practical
subtle energy and spiritual levels this long awaited sequel to crystal skulls interacting with a
phenomenon weaves practical information on crystal skulls with meditations to provide a deeper
understanding of the role of crystal skulls in expanding the consciousness of individuals and
humankind as a whole filled with useful guidance for both beginners and those who have worked with
crystal skulls for long periods of time crystal skulls expand your consciousness addresses essential
issues what material crystal skulls should be made from what size to choose how to clean them and
what to do with them the most important part of the book addresses awakening the potential of a
crystal skull learn about the energies of these awakened crystal skulls and the effects they have on the
spiritual development of individuals and the collective consciousness of humanity this book invites you
on a journey of awakening the potential of your crystal skulls and consequently awakening yourself
several meditations are given to support this journey along with descriptions of the known ancient and
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old crystal skulls making this book a must have for anyone interested in crystal skulls and in the
journey of spiritual development

New Foundation in the Sciences 2018-08-27
what if life isn t just a part of the universe what if it determines the very structure of the universe itself
the theory that blew your mind in biocentrism and beyond biocentrism is back with brand new
research revealing the startling truth about our existence what is consciousness why are we here
where did it all come from the laws of nature the stars the universe humans have been asking these
questions forever but science hasn t succeeded in providing many answers until now in the grand
biocentric design robert lanza one of time magazine s 100 most influential people is joined by
theoretical physicist matej pavšic and astronomer bob berman to shed light on the big picture that has
long eluded philosophers and scientists alike this engaging mind stretching exposition of how the
history of physics has led us to biocentrism the idea that life creates reality takes readers on a step by
step adventure into the great science breakthroughs of the past centuries from newton to the
weirdness of quantum theory culminating in recent revelations that will challenge everything you think
you know about our role in the universe this book offers the most complete explanation of the science
behind biocentrism to date delving into the origins of the memorable principles introduced in previous
books in this series as well as introducing new principles that complete the theory the authors dive
deep into topics including consciousness time and the evidence that our observations or even
knowledge in our minds can affect how physical objects behave the grand biocentric design is a one of
a kind groundbreaking explanation of how the universe works and an exploration of the science behind
the astounding fact that time space and reality itself all ultimately depend upon us

Directed-Energy Beam Weapons 2013-01-01
transcranial magnetic and electrical brain stimulation for neurological disorders examines the non
invasive application of electrical stimulation of the brain to treat neurological disorders and to enhance
individual group performance this volume discusses emerging electro technologies such as
transcranial direct current alternating current electric fields and pulsed magnetic fields to treat many
of these common medical problems chapters begin by examining foundations of electromagnetic
theory and wave equations that underly these technologies before discussing methods to treat
disorders the impact of technology and mental health and artificial intelligence discussing over 40
neurological diseases this book presents coverage of techniques to treat stroke epilepsy alzheimer s
disease parkinson s disease huntington s disease depression schizophrenia and many other diseases of
the nervous system compares techniques so users can select ideal methods for their experiment
provides a focused tutorial introduction to core diseases of the nervous system including stroke
epilepsy alzheimer s parkinson s head and spinal cord trauma schizophrenia and more covers more
than 40 diseases from foundational science to the best treatment protocols includes discussions of
translational research drug discovery personalized medicine ethics and neuroscience provides walk
through boxes that guide students step by step through the experiment

19th Natural Philosophy Alliance Proceedings 2020-11-17
this book reviews how man has discovered and used energy throughout the ages with a psychological
perspective by using greek mythology gods as archetypes written in layman s terms this resource book
also presents a vast array of emerging energy technologies that can help solve mankind s energy
problem and global warming new robust and eco friendly sustainable energy technologies are the
future of energy
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Healing is Voltage 2022-08-20
there is much evidence that we have lived before and our purpose is to progress to a more advanced
state the evidence also indicates that a god must exist to cause such re births on other continents and
hundreds of years later the consequences of bad deeds done in previous lives explains present
suffering which seems otherwise unjust future lives lie before us and from available evidence these will
be strongly influenced by our actions in our present life

Yogaha 2011-05
russell michael author of healing pyramid energy wrote in the early 1970 s dr patrick flanagan s
bestseller pyramid power selling 1 5 million hardcover books paved the way for a now timely full blast
public disclosure movement that will lead every dear member of humanity to a golden age of
rejuvenation peace abundance and forever well being on earth a handsome new affordably priced
edition of dr g patrick flanagan s long out of print ground breaking 1975 bestseller on the historical
research and hard science behind the energy fields created by sacred geometry pyramid power stands
as the flagship sourcebook of its genre written by an acknowledged sage of scalar energies dr g
patrick flanagan director of phi sciences in cottonwood arizona the book written in a unique format
called ventilated prose in order to allow the reader to absorb the depth and density of its information
without cognitive indigestion takes us on a fascinating overview of sacred energies and protocols
throughout the centuries such as prana kundalini chi tumo and bioplasma all diverse cultural labels for
a transcultural reality perhaps best described as life energies of pyramid power scalar energies
researcher ken rohla writes in his introduction whether we realize it or not pyramid researchers dr
alexander golod dr valery uvarov dr semir osmanagic nuclear engineer and scalar energy physicist dr
thomas bearden physicists dr harold e puthoff dr konstantine meyl dr konstantin korotkov and many
many others have all been influenced by patrick s work the knowledge in this book has been passed
from person to person ad infinitum so many times that we who use this information in new applications
often don t even realize the origins of our work trace back in great part to dr flanagan s discoveries
but pyramid power is about much more than pyramids and the strange phenomena they display dr
flanagan lays a foundation covering different types of subtle energies that have been observed and
described throughout history from mystery schools and esoteric practices to mainstream science and
mathematics connecting them to each other and pyramid energy he shows the interrelationship or
similarity of energies that have been called chi prana kundalini life force auras biofields
morphogenetic fields orgone scalar waves torsion waves longitudinal waves zero point energy tachyon
energy biophoton energy mitogenic rays etc the amount of knowledge referenced in pyramid power is
impressive even by today s standards when more is known about these concepts and we have the
internet at our disposal just searching the internet for the many phrases in this book could keep a
researcher busy for years for example searching on just a handful of phrases like pavlita generator
psychotronic twirler hieronymus machine anaximander and alexander gurwitsch now brings up
mountains of material for further research patrick flanagan has always been ahead of his time

Electromagnetic Fields and Waves 2016-02-19
this book focuses on soft computing and its applications to solve real life problems occurring in
different domains ranging from medical and health care supply chain management and image
processing to cryptanalysis it presents the proceedings of international conference on soft computing
theories and applications socta 2016 offering significant insights into soft computing for teachers and
researchers and inspiring more and more researchers to work in the field of soft computing the term
soft computing represents an umbrella term for computational techniques like fuzzy logic neural
networks and nature inspired algorithms in the past few decades there has been an exponential rise in
the application of soft computing techniques for solving complex and intricate problems arising in
different spheres of life the versatility of these techniques has made them a favorite among scientists
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and researchers working in diverse areas socta is the first international conference being organized at
amity university rajasthan aur jaipur the objective of socta 2016 is to provide a common platform to
researchers academicians scientists and industrialists working in the area of soft computing to share
and exchange their views and ideas on the theory and application of soft computing techniques in
multi disciplinary areas the aim of the conference is to bring together young and experienced
researchers academicians scientists and industrialists for the exchange of knowledge socta especially
encourages the young researchers at the beginning of their career to participate in this conference
and present their work on this platform

Crystal Skulls 2016
regarding viruses including covid 19 studies have found an improved diet combined with micro
nutrients boosts the immune system and prevents and reduces the severity of the infection with scalar
wave analysis you can quickly determine your vital substance status without lengthy laboratory tests
you can also have all bodily functions and burden with harmful substances tested promptly in the
partly color illustrated recipe section the phd nutritionist has created culinary dishes rich in vitamins
that can optimally nourish your body cells you will find many clinically tested and proven effective
natural remedies for all viruses and mutants the book also informs you about the biological reactions
of the mrna vaccines in the body the spread of the covid 19 virus and the contact restrictions imposed
can lead to loneliness conflict and depression therefore m meyer shows you ways to deal better with
mental stress you will also find ingenious tips on styling yourself beautiful even in lockdown times

The Grand Biocentric Design 2017-11-23
what are the foundations of life and what is life supporting medicine to sustain life and support life
processes nature makes tremendous efforts if something has gone wrong in the organism and illness
occurs it is never a trifle but a fundamental disorder this indicates complicated interrelationships they
are for the most part unexplored despite everything there are always very simple principles that need
to be recognised this book identifies such principles from which often amazingly simple guidelines for
nutrition and medical treatment can be derived however it is crucial that no suppressive and
destructive measures are used but rather supportive integrating methods the author broadens the
horizon with well founded scientific research results which lead to completely new insights and enable
a different life supporting view of the human being the author dr bodo koehler md born in 1948 is an
internist with extensive additional training in naturopathic medicine and has almost 50 years of
experience in clinics and his own practice through intensive research work and active exchange with
many top class scientists he has acquired an extensive range of knowledge this has resulted in several
specialist books and over 150 publications as well as his own therapy methods and the development of
medical devices the author is active as a lecturer at home and abroad

Transcranial Magnetic and Electrical Brain Stimulation for
Neurological Disorders 2022-06-05
oncothermia is the next generation medical innovation that delivers selective controlled and deep
energy for cancer treatment the basic principles for oncothermia stem from oncological hyperthermia
the oldest approach to treating cancer nevertheless hyperthermia has been wrought with significant
controversy mostly stemming from shortcomings of controlled energy delivery oncothermia has been
able to overcome these insufficiencies and prove to be a controlled safe and efficacious treatment
option this book is the first attempt to elucidate the theory and practice of oncothermia based on
rigorous mathematical and biophysical analysis not centered on the temperature increase it is
supported by numerous in vitro and in vivo findings and twenty years of clinical experience this book
will help scientists researchers and medical practitioners in understanding the scientific and
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conceptual underpinnings of oncothermia and will add another valuable tool in the fight against cancer
professor andras szasz is the inventor of oncothermia and the head of st istvan university s biotechnics
department in hungary he has published over 300 papers and lectured at various universities around
the world dr oliver szasz is the managing director of oncotherm the global manufacturer and
distributor of medical devices for cancer treatment used in europe asia since the late 1980s dr nora
szasz is currently a management consultant in healthcare for mckinsey co

The Future of Energy 2022-02-01
a new form of protophysics discerns clues to a deeper form of reality it lies before after beyond and
within the more familiar universe which is described by mainstream physics tractatus is a philosophic
approach it tries to give the preliminary outlines for a corresponding philosophy in a new key it
delineates an infinite megaverse which seems weird at first sight and comforting at the same time
seemingly incompatible realms of experience such as the structure of the megaverse the frames for
unfolding and evolution the role of cognition and emotion in the universe the universality of love the
reality of prayer and god the roots of logic and logos fall into place they appear to join in a harmonious
whole the new philosophy relies on biperspectivism as the deepest structure in the megaverse and in
the human mind biperspectivism has many forms and names energy vs information is one of them
schopenhauer s wille und vorstellung is but an echo of it all in the view of this philosophy a new
physics spontaneously begets a new metaphysics

The Purpose of Life, Why are we Here 2010-11-23
the digital detour and the alchemy of quantum mechanics of the 20th century have alienated us from
the inventions of true radio in line with the original intent of the pioneers and from the intuitive
natural and beneficial applications of analog equipment in this simple descriptive treatment of tesla s
work we start with the analysis of tesla s experiment in his us patent 787412 providing explanations
for his lower bounds requirements and superluminal speeds modes of operation of tesla transformer
are analyzed and the true nature of the so called tesla wave explained considering what renders it to
be the most significant technological discovery to date we recognize that the very discovery of radio is
a witness to the physical existence of invisible exclusively 3 dimensional worlds and spherical potential
waves in a fully three dimensional imaginary space are a fundamental phenomenon and physical
reality we progress to discuss implications and applications and claim that properly constructed radio
waves do not travel through our visible domain allowing for efficient wireless energy transfer
irrespective of distance finally concentrated in one of the last of the 12 chapters we present a concise
mathematical treatment based on maxwell s equations in characterizing the tesla effect redefining the
thinking outside the box and challenging the state of the art in modern physics i submit this innovation
to your careful scrutiny this descriptive work is accessible to any reader including physics and
mathematics scholars skilled in the art the combined experience in the above treatment yields a novel
simple yet comprehensive view of the spatial construction of the universe above and beyond the
everyday three dimensional reality experienced by physical senses no sensationalist descriptions
involving time travel weapons of global destruction soviet military research mind alteration age
reversal ufos aliens and a myriad of other manufactured and unrelated topics are contained in this text
no strings tensors elementary particles or any of the traditional special relativity effects are associated
with tesla waves and are not mentioned in this text the most significant problem in theoretical
interpretation of tesla s ideas to date was the avoidance of the most obvious solution read this flagship
book and discover that the universe is so small that we are all intimately connected through a
countably infinite set of pathways of ever decreasing length and that it is yet so large that it escapes
our senses universe is a lattice of countably infinitely many mutually embedded distinct experientially
equivalent fully fledged three dimensional worlds with all corresponding lengths ratio of pi 2
illustrated in c 3 universe is simply a sphere of radius zero
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Pyramid Power 2009
geometrical description of photons electrons and composite particles dimensional analysis of electrical
charge quantum gravity gravitational frequency spectrum mass oscillator synchronization spectral
energy density modulation and phase conjugation origin of charge fine structure constant and inertia
prospects for wave based em propulsion

Soft Computing: Theories and Applications 2014-01-07
based on over 45 years of research biogeometry signatures are linear diagrams that help balance the
subtle energy of body organs the organ subtle energy patterns are accessed through biogeometry
signatures placed externally in the body s energy fields to create a connection through resonance of
shape this is a book that will change the way you think about your body and your health it shows that
we are not separate from the shapes angles and proportions that surround us all the time and that
these shapes create energetic patterns that can introduce equilibrium and harmony into our own
biological makeup this is a modern science of energy balancing that provides the key to the hidden
ancient knowledge of great civilizations with biogeometry dr ibrahim karim has demonstrated how
powerful simple shapes can be in altering the functioning of our physical mental and spiritual worlds
this has been frequently demonstrated in architectural and design projects environmental balancing
solutions including the mitigation of the effects of electro pollution and geopathic stress in health and
wellness projects and in the efforts of individuals in their personal spiritual development in this book
on biogeometry signatures once again you see how powerful certain carefully created shapes can be in
altering the physical functioning of organ systems in supporting healing and in changing physical and
mental states work with them let them touch you and feel how they can assist you in your own search
for harmony michael j maley ph d instructor in biogeometry

Survival Aid for All Viral infections 2018-05-20
this worldwide list of alternative theories and critics only avalailable in english language includes
scientists involved in scientific fields the 2023 issue of this directory includes the scientists found in
the internet the scientists of the directory are only those involved in physics natural philosophy the list
includes 9700 names of scientists doctors or diplome engineers for more than 70 their position is
shortly presented together with their proposed alternative theory when applicable there are nearly
3500 authors of such theories all amazingly very different from one another the main categories of
theories are presented in an other book of jean de climont the alternative theories

The Basics of Life 2016-09-20
effects of environmental economic social political and technical factors have led to the rapid
deployment of various sources of renewable energy based power generation the incorporation of these
generation technologies have led to the development of a broad array of new methods and tools to
integrate this new form of generation into the power system network this book arranged into six
sections highlights various renewable energy based generation technologies and consists a series of
papers written by experts in their respective fields of specialization the handbook of renewable energy
technology will be of great practical benefit to professionals scientists and researchers in the relevant
industries and will be of interest to those of the general public wanting to know more about renewable
energy technologies

Oncothermia: Principles and Practices 2020-11-01
music has always been esteemed for its power to speak directly to our higher consciousness a power
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founded in the purity of simple harmonic ratios in this book alain danielou traces the development of
musical scales and tuning from their origins in both china and india through their merging in ancient
greece and on to the development of the western traditions of modal and polyphonic music
understanding these potent harmonic relationships offers a way for today s musicians to transcend the
limitations of overly rationalistic music by drawing on its metaphysical roots

TRACTATUS LOGO-PHILOSOPHICUS 2011-01-26

Universe is a sphere of radius zero 1995-08-01

Quantum Wave Mechanics

BioGeometry Signatures

The Worldwide List of Alternative Theories and Critics

Handbook Of Renewable Energy Technology

Music and the Power of Sound
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